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gold’s run
continues,
tops $1,700

buy
12.07
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29.85
11.52
20.57

sell
11.89
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(Rates are against Dh.1)

Commodity prices
oil
ICE $
106.03
NYMEX $
84.10
WTI $
83.25

-3.31
-3.20
-3.63

gold
London $/oz
1,707.03 +43.03
Mumbai Rs/10gm 24,930.00 +423.80
Dubai Dh/gm
204.00
+4.75
Stock market index
Dubai — DFM
1,473.07
- 11.24
Abu Dhabi — ADX
2,612.80
+ 9.58
Source: Reuters/UAE Exchange Centre LLC
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Battered markets take more hits
Stocks tumble despite
efforts by world
leaders to stem crisis
William Ickes
f r ankf ur t — World leaders scrambled on monday to ensure financial
and economic stability as the european
central Bank bought eurozone bonds
to stem a spiralling debt crisis, but
chronic doubts endured and battered
markets tumbled again.
finance ministers and central bankers from the group of 20 industrialised and emerging economies pledged
to “take all necessary initiatives in a
coordinated way to support financial
stability and to foster stronger economic growth in a spirit of cooperation
and confidence.”
their statement came after asian
stock markets suffered heavy losses and
european trade saw promising gains
melt by noon, with friday’s unprecedented us ratings downgrade adding
to the toxic cocktail.
a sharply-worded editorial in the
chinese people’s daily — the mouthpiece of china’s communist party —
said Western nations threatened global
well-being by “ignoring their responsibility” to the rest of the world.
the g-20 stressed that its members
would maintain constant contact “to
ensure financial stability and liquidity in financial markets.” earlier, the
group of seven industrialised countries — great Britain, canada, france,
germany, italy, Japan and the united
states — made a similar commitment.
sentiment on major european financial markets took a stab at resisting the
downward trend before throwing in the
towel and heading firmly south as well.
economists warned that even the long-

awaited ecB intervention on bond
markets was no “silver bullet” and that
big obstacles remained to stabilising
strained public finances and putting
credible eurozone defence mechanisms
in place.
the g-7 and g-20 statements came
after a whirlwind of weekend conference calls between political leaders and
officials who saw storm clouds hovering over the markets.
the moves were part of a global response dictated by standard & poor’s
taking the historic step of cutting its us
credit rating to aa+ from the top notch
triple-a late on friday.
“However, we think it would be optimistic to assume that this response will
be sustained or that the bond purchases
will do much to address the eurozone’s
fiscal crisis,” capital economics chief
economist Jonathan loynes said.
asian stock markets were the first to
give a group reaction to the us downgrade and prospect of a serious global
economic slump. tokyo shed 2.18 per
cent, Hong kong lost 2.11 per cent, sydney fell 2.91 per cent, seoul sank 3.82 per
cent and shanghai lost 3.55 per cent.
in europe, stock markets initially
showed signs of resilience but were all
bleeding red in late trading.
london was down 1.77 per cent, paris
lost 2.92 per cent and frankfurt off 2.85
per cent at around 1400gmt.
markets in madrid and milan initially
bounced higher as news of the ecB’s intervention got around but then stalled
and gave back all their gains.
analysts said dissension among ecB
governors on the bond purchases could
curb the intervention and commerzbank analyst Bernd Weidensteiner added: “in principle, the crisis can probably
only be tackled by reducing deficit and
stabilising debt levels. But this needs
time.” — AFP
›› more

Bears rule
gulf stocks
Abu Dhabi only GCC
market to rebound
in low trade
Muzaffar Rizvi
— Bears ruled gulf markets
on monday as the investors remained jittery about the health of
the world’s biggest economy after
losing the aaa rating and the outlook for global growth.
the g-20 vowed to bolster stability and the european central Bank
decision to buy the eurozone bonds
stymied the decline in low trade acticity across the region. abu dhabi
stock exchange was the only market in gcc, which closed in positive
columns due to buying in property
shares. the benchmark index rose
from sunday’s 10-week low, ending
up 0.37 per cent to 2,612.80 points
with 67.25 million shares traded on
the exchange. surouh real estate
and aldar properties climbed 0.8
per cent each.
the dubai financial market’s
general index gave up modest earlier gains as trading volumes fell to
129.36 million from 145.64 million
shares a day earlier. the index lost
0.76 per cent and closed at 1,473.07
points, the lowest since march 17.

d ubai

Dubai closed down 0.76% on Monday. — KT photo by Shihab
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A world of opportunities
at your feet
With the major expansions and projects underway in Egypt, Qatar, Kingdom of Saudi Arabia,
and the United Arab Emirates, Giza Systems is seeking to recruit candidates in the following
capacity:
Project Managers

Presales Consultants

Required Qualifications:
• BSc. with a specialization in Communications or Computers
• Minimum 5 years of experience in a relevant field
• PMP certified (or equivalent)
• Experience in the Gulf is a plus

Required Qualifications:
• BSc. Computer Engineering - Information Technology
• 3-4 years Presales experience is essential
• NGOSS knowledge is essential

OSS Engineers

Required Qualifications:
• 1–3 years experience in a similar position
• Typing speed: 40 wpm

Required Qualifications:
• BSc. with specialization in Communications or Computer
Engineering
• 0-4 years hands-on experience in a similar field

Accountant
Required Qualifications:
• BA Commerce majoring in Accounting
• 3-6 years experience in the accounting field with at least 1
year in a similar position

Admin Assistant

Account Managers (Building Management System)
Required Qualifications:
• BSc. with a specialization in Electrical/Mechanical Engineering
• Minimum 1-2 years of experience in a relevant field

Account Managers (Industrial Applications)
Required Qualifications:
• BSc. with a specialization in Mechanical Engineering,
Communications, Power, Mechatronics, Electronics and
Control
• Minimum 3-5 years of experience in a relevant field

For detailed job descriptions, please visit our careers section @ www.gizasystems.com
under current vacancies.
Fluency in English and Arabic is required for all above positions
Please send your resume to careers@gizasystems.com no later than August 20th, 2011

Giza Systems www.gizasystems.com is the number one systems
integrator in Egypt and the Middle East providing a wide range of
industry specific technology solutions in the Telecom, Utilities, Oil & Gas,
and Manufacturing industries. Our team of 700 professionals enables
us to extend our geographic footprint delivering diverse projects and
connecting us with clients in the Middle East, Africa, Europe, Latin
America and Russia.

www.gizasystems.com | www.gizaarabia.com

